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Part Number : 11120334

HOOVER HYGIENE PLUS



- Hygiene Plus VC358P -

- Hygiene Plus 
VC358P -

*W/O : Warehouse order 

*S/O : Special order

*REP: Repair centre order

Product 
Numer Supplier Reference Diagram 

Number Description Reference Order 
Type

11120334 VC358RSK+PB12 Hoover,vc358p hygiene plus 2000w W/O

11400080 RED P/HEAD VC358 85 Phead,vc358p hygiene complete (disc) W/O

31220371 TH32LXC1900BK-VC 86
Hose complete,32mm hoo hygiene plus 

vc358p 
W/O

31300345 84 Rod, 32mm hoo hygiene plus vc358p W/O

31110108
Main Floor tool, 32mm, hoo hygiene vc358, 

vc358p plus
W/O

32200360 VC358-4.1 4
Filter, HEPA, hoo hygiene vc358, vc358p 

plus
W/O

32200361 VC358-21 31&31
Filter, Air inlet, hoo hygiene vc358, vc358p 

plus
W/O

32420213 WRHA0206JD01 41 Bag, hoo hygiene vc358, vc358p plus W/O

34400147 VC358-17 25 motor, hoo hygiene vc358, vc358p plus W/O

33200466 VC358-12 18 pcb, hoo hygiene vc358, vc358p plus W/O

33200562 VC358 / 12 18
pcb speed control, hoo hygiene vc358, 

vc358p plus
S/O

33200010 VC2030-42 64
cord retract, hoo hygiene vc358, vc358p 

plus
W/O

33200467 VC358-11 17
switch on/off, hoo hygiene vc358, vc358p 

plus
W/O



Hygiene Plus Breakdown Diagram
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Instruction Manual

Please read this Manual before operating cleaner
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Congratulations on your purchase of your new vacuum cleaner. There are
many useful features built into your cleaner and we recommend that you carefully read
this instruction book so that you may take best advantage of them.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
This product must be operated in accordance with these instructions and used only for
domestic cleaning to remove DRY dirt and dust from household carpets, � ooring and
fabrics.
This cleaner is intended for domestic household use only and is not designed for the
collection of vitreous building material including particle board construction products
and similar products such as wood/� bres, sand, cement, � llers, � bre glass etc. The pickup 
of these materials may be harmful to your cleaner and will void the manufacturer’s 
warranty.

Safety reminders and taking care of your cleaner.

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS THOROUGHLY.
This will ensure you obtain full bene� t from your new cleaner. Keep this Instruction Book 
in a handy place for future reference.

IMPORTANT
Always switch the cleaner off and remove the plug from the electricity supply before
cleaning your appliance, when not in use, or attempting any maintenance task. The
cleaner must only be connected to an AC supply at the voltage shown on the rating
plate. This cleaner should only be used for its intended purpose as described in these
instructions. Never operate the vacuum cleaner without � lters.
DO NOT pick up hard or sharp objects, matches, hot ashes, cigarette ends or
similar items.
DO NOT pick up � ammable liquids such as cleaning � uids, petrol etc., or use in the
presence of such vapors.
DO NOT use your cleaner out of doors or on any wet surface or for WET pick-up.
DO NOT run over the power cable with the Power Brush.
Young children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance. 
Close attention is necessary when used near children.
* This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced
physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless
they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a
person responsible for their safety.

If using an extension cord please make sure that it is of an approved type and that it is
fully extended. Failure to do so could cause your cleaner to overheat and damage it.
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FAULTS

Do not continue to use this appliance if it appears to be faulty or the supply cord is
damaged. If a fault cannot be recti� ed, please return to the point of purchase.
If damaged, return the cleaner for repair by an authorised Service Centre
in order to avoid a safety hazard.

Consult the trouble shooting guide in this manual if your vacuum cleaner fails to operate
properly. Contact an authorised service agent if the problem persists.

AFTER USE

Switch the cleaner off and remove the plug from the electricity supply. Always switch
off and remove the plug before attaching any accessories or cleaning the appliance.

PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT

When you have unpacked the unit, do not simply throw the packing into the household
waste. Take them to an appropriate collecting point for the recycling.

Hygiene Plus
Model: VC358
230-240V 50Hz
1800W nom. 2000W max
App. No: V17123

Due to our program of continuous product improvement and innovation, sometimes
the product you buy may differ slightly from the one shown on this product carton.

 PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION

Motor does not start or 
stops.

Suction force gradually 
decreases

No power supply

Filters are dirty, suction
hose or wand is blocked

Check cable, plug and 
socket. If still inoperative, 
contact service agent.

Clean or replace � lters, 
remove objects from
hose and wand.

N1078
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When connecting the Powerhead to the Powerhead socket, make sure the leaner is turned 
off and disconnected from the mains supply.

MIN (-) For delicate fabrics, like curtains. Max (+) For hard � oors and heavily soiled carpets

Powerhead
Socket

On/Off 
Switch

Dust-full 
indicator

Delux chrome 
telescopic 

wand

Powerhead

Cord rewind

Power plug

Electronic 
power control
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ASSEMBLING YOUR CLEANER

The cleaner should be switched off and disconnected from the mains supply before you 
start to assemble.

1. Connect the wand to the handle.

3.  Push the wand into the Powerhead by 
depressing button. 

5.  Do not pull the supply cord out further 
than the red mark.

2. Adjust the telescopic wand.

4. Put the plus into the socket located under 
the hande.

6.  Correct length of cord is indicated by a
yellow mark.

Yellow

Yellow
Red
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ACCESSORIES

OPERATING YOUR CLEANER

Additional Accessories

Your Hoover vacuum cleaner has been designed 
to handle a number of cleaning chores, 
effortlessly and ef� ciently.

Accessories, including a crevice tool, upholstery 
brush and dustong brush are conveniently located 
under the accessory cover. 1. Upholstery Brush

2. Crevice Tool
3. Dusting Brush

Dust-full Indicator

If the Dust-full Indicator changes to RED 
while you are cleaning, the dust-bag 
needs replacing. If the Dust-full Indicator 
continues to display RED even after 
changing the bag, turn the cleaner off, 
disconnect from mains supply and check to 
see if the � lters are dirty - replace them if 
necessary.

If indicator continues to display red, turn off 
and refer to a service agent.

Variable Suction

Control of suction is at your � ngertips.

Moving the control forwards increases 
suction, pulling back on the control reduces 
suction.

1 3

2
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CHANGING THE DUST BAG

The cleaner should be switched off and disconnected from the mains supply before you 
start to assemble.

1. Disconnect cleaner from power and remove hose from inlet duct.

2.  To gain access to the dust-bag, lift the catch located under the inlet hole and raise the 
top cover.

3.  Without touching the dust-bag, lift the bag assembly and remove.
This will allow you to remove the bag from the holder.

4.  To remove dust-bag, push the bag retaining clip and separate bag from holder.
Fitting a new bag is a reversal of above. The arrows on the bag collar show correct 
positioning.

5.  Replace completed assembly back into cleaner. The top cover will not close nor will
the cleaner operate without a dust-bag � tted.

FILTER REPLACEMENT

Your cleaner is � tted with 2 � lters for cleaner air. Dirty � lters will restrict motor 
performance and cleaning ef� ciency. Never operate without � lters � tted. The motor � lter 
is located directly behind the dust-bag assembly.

Bag out and motor
� lter removed.

Replacing motor � lter HEPA Filter




